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Chapter 1



A



Introduction



s new and innovative approaches in the use of technology continue to arise, municipalities throughout the world are



taking advantage of these opportunities to establish new forms of governance. The utilization of information and communication



technologies (ICTs), such as websites, by municipal and state governments has fostered e-governance. The following research study focuses on the accelerated development of e-governance by the City of Prague, Czech Republic.



The city of Prague has made notable progress in their e-governance performance over the past decade – continuously taking advantage



of new technologies and website services. In the Fall of 2009, led



by Chief Information Officer Václav Kraus, the City of Prague set out to conduct a critical analysis of their overall performance by



closely examining the performance of the city’s districts. In conjunction with the E-Governance Institute at Rutgers University,



Newark and the Public Technology Institute in Washington D.C.,



the City executed a quantitative survey of all twenty-two administrative districts’ e-governance and online presence. Guided by the survey results, qualitative case studies of the top five performing districts were carried out by the Rutgers E-Governance/PTI research team in January of 2010.



The City of Prague’s Municipal Website. (http://www.praha.eu)
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The underlying goal of this research project has been to further improve e-governance in Prague and the greater region as well. City



IT officials and participants in the research project view the survey analysis and case studies as an opportunity to leverage e-gover-



nance as a tool with which to foster greater efficiency and effec-



tiveness of governance throughout the region. The findings of the survey and the case studies are presented below, highlighting the success factors and barriers encountered in e-governance by the top ranked districts within Prague.



Twenty-two Districts



Prague is divided into twenty-two distinct and autonomous admin-



istrative districts that develop and maintain their own websites and are responsible for providing a broad range of services and func-



tions. Governance challenges are rooted in the autonomy and inherent aim to remain distinct from district to district. Opportunities,



however, can be found in the variation and diversity of the districts’ e-governance practices; this project aims to facilitate learning among the districts through best practices and cases studies.



“There is an opportunity to leverage E-governance as a tool to foster greater efficiency and effectiveness for municipaland regional governance overall.” -- Václav Kraus, Prague Chief Information Officer The districts vary in size and overall demographics, which in part can be related to the variation in e-governance practices and per-



formance. Resources may explain why some districts achieve the highest levels of e-governance performance. As noted in the fol-



lowing case studies, however, the highest performing districts were not necessarily the largest, most populous, or the most economically strong – but varied in resources and demographics, under-



scoring the belief that all districts and municipal governments can excel at e-governance.



The City of Prague’s Administrative Districts. 2
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Leadership and Planning



The City of Prague has followed the results of the World E-government Survey (conducted every two years by the E-governance Institute at Rutgers University-Newark) as a means of external



validation and of measuring its e-government performance relative



to other cities around the world. The survey’s rankings provided an incentive for top officials to improve performance. It was evident,



from the initial discussions of the project, that the city’s IT officials and staff were a critical component in the success of e-governance. The IT department provided significant leadership support and encouragement for continued performance improvement of the city



and districts’ efforts. Also critical to this research study, and moving forward from the findings, has been support from the city



Mayor and city government officials for the on-going research analysis of e-governance performance in and for the city.



Beyond resources committed to this effort, the strategic plan for



Prague’s IT department outlines goals and objectives for virtually all aspects of e-governance. The most recent document is a four-



year plan that is in the initial stages of being updated and redeveloped for 2010. This period of redeveloping the four-year strategic plan presents an opportunity to incorporate specific goals associated with increased e-governance performance for the city’s of-



fices, and also as an opportunity to outline methods and goals for increasing e-governance across the districts via education and cooperation.



Prague has and looks to continue to use e-governance initiatives as a way to support other good government efforts. E-governance is a



catalyst that allows for incentivizing government reforms and allows connecting e-government to broader strategic objectives in the city.



E-governance efforts allow the city of Prague to continually improve and become more efficient, effective and open to the public.



Demographics for The City of Prague’s Administrative Districts Districts Praha 1 Praha 2 Praha 3 Praha 4



Area (hectares)



Population



554



30,343



49,603 418



648



1,233,211 48,575



72,991



2,419



130,287



4,151



100,600



Praha 8



2,180



102,021



Praha 10



1,860



111,685



Praha 12



2,331



54,876



Praha 5



2,750



Praha 7



710



Praha 6



Praha 9



Praha 11



1,331 980



83,573



40,843 50,364 78,519



Praha 13



1,323



Praha 15



1,024



Praha 17



326



25,365



Praha 19



599



6,149



Praha 14 Praha 16



Praha 18



58,204



1,351



44,639



931



8,201



561



29,902



16,433



Praha 20



1,693



14,571



Praha 22



1,561



6,812



Praha 21



1,015



9,209



(Czech Statistical Bureau: December 2008)
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Chapter 2



Survey Results



Design and Methodology



areas: (i) privacy/security, (ii) usability, (iii) content, (iv) services,



districts and ranked them on a regional scale. Because digital gov-



A presents an overview of the criteria.



Our survey assessed the practice of digital governance in the 22



ernance includes both digital government (delivery of public serv-



and (v) citizen participation. Table 2–1, E-Governance Perform-



ance Measures, summarizes the survey instrument, and Appendix



ice) and digital democracy (citizen participation in governance),



Among the 98 measures used in the instrument, 43 were dichoto-



type of online services currently offered; and citizen response and



of 18 to 20 measures. For questions that were not dichotomous,



the survey analyzed privacy/security, usability, and content; the participation through websites established by the districts.



E-Governance Survey Instrument



The survey utilized the Rutgers E-Governance Survey Instrument, the most comprehensive index currently in use for e-governance research, comprised of 98 scaled measures and five categorical



mous (as “yes” or “no”), and each of the five categories consisted each measure was coded on a four-point scale (0, 1, 2, 3). The di-



chotomous measures were mostly 0 or 3 in the services and citizen



participation categories, while those in privacy and usability corresponded to ratings of 0 or 1 on the scale. All the websites were



evaluated in the Czech language and each website was assessed by



two evaluators to ensure reliability. When a significant variation of more than 10% existed between the two evaluations for any one



Table 2-1: E-Governance Performance Measures E-Governance category



Key concepts



Raw score



Weighted score



Usability



20



32



20



Content



20



48



20



Services



20



59



20



Citizen Participation



20



55



20



Total



98



219



100



Privacy/Security



18



25



20



Keywords



Privacy policies, authentication, encryption, data management, cookies



User-friendly design, branding, length of homepage, targeted audience links or channels, and site search capabilities Access to current accurate information, public documents, reports, publications, and multimedia materials Transactional services – purchase or register, interaction between citizens, businesses and government



Online civic engagement/policy deliberation, citizen based performance measurement
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district, the website was analyzed a third time in order to clarify



cure servers. Lastly, we examined district privacy policies to deter-



The category of privacy/security examined privacy policies and



Usability



webpage forms and search tools. Content addresses access to con-



terms of traditional web pages, forms, and search tools. We exam-



the discrepancy.



concerns related to authentication. Usability involves traditional



tact information, public documents, multimedia, and time sensitive information, as well as access for those with disabilities. Likewise, (interactive) services refers to user ability to purchase or pay for



services and apply or register for district events or services online.



Citizen participation measures government’s engagement with citizens and provision of mechanisms for citizen participation in government online. The categories are explained further in the following section.



Privacy/Security



The analysis of privacy and security addressed two key areas: pri-



vacy policies and user authentication. In examining district privacy



policies, we first determined whether such a policy was available on every page that required or accepted data, and whether or not the



word “privacy” was used in the link to such a statement. We were



particularly interested in determining whether privacy policies identified the agencies collecting the information, and whether the policy identified exactly what data were being collected on the site.



We checked if the website explained the intended use of data collected on the site, such as use by or sale to third-party organizations and whether the site offered a user option to decline



disclosure of personal information to third parties, including other



district agencies, state and local government offices, or private sec-



mine whether they addressed the use of cookies or beacons.



This research also examined the user-friendliness of websites in



ined each district’s website in terms of the screen length and availability of alternative versions of long documents, such as PDF or



DOC files. We also looked for targeted audience links or channels that customize the website for specific groups like citizens, businesses, or other public agencies. We also examined issues like



branding and structure (e.g., consistent color, font, graphics, and



page length) and if the website clearly described the system hardware and software requirements.



The examination also checked online forms to determine their us-



ability in submitting data or searching district websites; in particular we examined issues such as whether pages on forms provided additional information about how to fix user errors; for example,



did the user have to re-enter information or did the site flag incomplete or erroneous forms before accepting them? Additionally, did



the site give a confirmation page after a form was submitted, or did it return users to the homepage? Finally, the usability analysis ad-



dressed search tools on district websites to determine whether help searching the site was available or if whether the search scope



could be limited to specific site areas. Lastly, we examined ad-



vanced search features like exact phrase searching, the ability to



match all or any words, and the site’s ability to sort search results by relevance or other criteria.



tor businesses. We examined privacy policies to determine whether



Content



accurate or incomplete information. We also assessed the provision



contact information (specifically, information about each agency



users had the ability to review personal data records and contest inof the option of digital signatures to authenticate users and whether public or private information was accessible through a restricted



area requiring a password and/or registration. An additional con-



cern was that public agencies might use their websites to monitor



In the category of content, we examined five key areas: access to represented on the website), public documents, and access for



those with disabilities, multimedia materials, and time sensitive information.



citizens or create profiles based on information they access online.



Initially we looked for a schedule of agency office hours and



government websites, we addressed managerial measures that limit



trict code or charter and/or agency mission statements and the



In examining the factors affecting the security and privacy of local access to data and assure that it is not used for unauthorized purposes. Such examination also addressed the use of encryption in data transmission and the storage of personal information on se6
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availability, along with online access to public documents, a disminutes of public meetings. We also determined whether users could access budget information and publications, whether the



sites offered content in more than one language, as well as access



for disabled users. To gauge the use of multimedia, we examined



tivities online. Still others use online bulletin boards or other chat



events, speeches, or meetings. The time sensitive information ex-



boards offer citizens the opportunity to post ideas, comments, or



each site for the availability of audio or video files of public



amined included the job vacancies, calendar of community events and the use of a district website for emergency management and/or as an alert mechanism.



Services



We examined online services in terms of two different service



types: those that allow citizens to interact with the district – which can be as basic as forms for requesting information or filing complaints – and those that allow users to register online for district events or services. As for the first, because local governments



worldwide provide advanced interactive services through which



users can report crimes or violations, customize district homepages



based on their needs (e.g., portal customization), and access private information like court, educational, or medical records online, we



evaluated websites to determine whether they offered such services. In terms of enabling citizens to register online for services, many



districts allow online applications for a range of services as diverse as building permits and dog licenses. Local governments are also



using the Internet for procurement, allowing potential contractors



to access requests for proposals or even bid online for district con-



tracts. Some of these governments also list the total number of bidders for a contract online and in some cases even the contact



information for bidders. Finally we assessed whether districts had developed the ability to accept payment for online services and



taxes on their websites, along with transactional services such as



online payment of public utility bills, parking tickets, and registering or purchasing tickets online for events in arenas.



Citizen Participation



In the category of citizen participation, we evaluated government’s engagement with citizens and provision of mechanisms for citizen participation in government online. We examined whether local



capabilities to gather input on public issues. Such online bulletin



opinions without stipulation of specific discussion topics, although in some cases agencies were attempting to structure online discussions around policy issues or specific agencies.



Overall Results



The following section presents the results for all the evaluated dis-



trict websites in the project. Table 2-2 provides the rankings for 22



district websites and their overall scores. The overall scores reflect the combined scores of each district’s score in the five e-gover-



nance component categories. Our survey results indicate that all the 22 districts selected for the survey have developed official



websites, and the average score for digital governance in districts



is 29.38 versus the highest possible score of 100 for any one web-



site. District 1 received a score of 41.80, the highest ranked district website, closely followed by District 16, with a score of 41.63. District 6 had the third highest ranked website with a score of



39.26, while District 5 and District 14 ranked fourth and fifth with



Table 2-2: Overall Rankings for Prague Districts in Digital Governance Rank



Districts



Score



1



District 1



41.80



2



District 16



41.63



3



District 6



39.26



4



District 5



36.96



5



District 14



35.20



6-10



Districts



Avg Score



2,4,10, 11, 17



31.04



governments offer current information about district governance online or through an online newsletter or e-mail listserv, and



whether they use Internet-based polls about specific local issues.



Likewise, we examined whether communities allow users to participate and view the results of citizen satisfaction surveys online. For example, some districts are using their websites to measure per-



formance and publish the results of performance measurement ac-



11-22



3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22



24.69
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Table 2-3: Results in Privacy/Security Ranking



Prague District



Privacy



Ranking



Prague District



Usability



1



District 5



12.80



1



District 16



15.00



2



District 21



8.40



2



District 12



14.69



3



District 16



5.20



3



District 8



14.38



4



District 17



3.60



4



District 1



13.75



4



District 13



3.60



5



District 7



13.13



Table 2-5: Results in Content
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Table 2-4: Results in Usability



Table 2-6: Results in Services



Ranking



Prague District



Content



Ranking



Prague District



Service



1



District 1



12.40



1



District 1



12.40



2



District 6



11.60



2



District 14



11.60



3



District 5



10.40



3



District 16



10.40



4



District 16



10.00



4



District 11



10.00



5



District 14



9.80



4



District 4



9.80
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scores of 36.96 and 35.20, respectively. These are in line with worldwide mean scores of 33.37.



Table 2-2 lists the district rankings in digital governance along



with their scores in individual categories. Tables 2-3 to Table 2-7 represent the district rankings in each of the five categories.



Privacy/Security



Results indicate that District 5, District 21, District 16, District 17 and District 13 are top-ranked districts in the category of Pri-



vacy/Security. District 5 is ranked first with a score of 12.80, while District 21 follows in the second position with a score of 8.40



points. District 16 ranked third with a score of 5.20, while District 17 and District 13 share the fourth position with a score of 3.60



points. Table 2-3 summarizes the results for the districts evaluated in this category. The average score in this category is 2.15.



Usability



Results indicate that District 16, District 12, District 8, District 1



and District 7 are top-ranked districts in the category of Usability. District 16 is ranked first with a score of 15.0, and District 12



Table 2-7: Results in Citizen Participation Ranking



Prague District



Participation



1



District 6



8.00



2



District 1



5.82



3



District 14



5.27



4



District 2



4.95



5



District 12



4.00



5



District 19



4.00



ranked second with a score of 14.69 points. District 8 ranked third with a score of 14.38, while District 1 and District 7 share the



fourth and fifth positions with scores of 13.75 and 13.13 points re-



spectively. Table 2-4 summarizes the results for the districts evaluated in this category. The average score in this category is 11.70.



Content



Results indicate that District 1, District 6, District 5, District 16



and District 14 are top-ranked districts in the category of Content. District 1 is ranked first with a score of 12.40, and District 6



ranked second with a score of 11.60 points. District 5 ranked third with a score of 10.40, while District 16 and District 14 share the fourth and fifth positions with scores of 10.0 and 9.80 points re-



spectively. Table 2-5 summarizes the results for the districts evaluated in this category. The average score in this category is 7.48.



Services



Results indicate that District 1, District 14, District 16, District 11 and District 4 are top ranked districts in the category of Services.



District 1 ranked first with a score of 9.83, and District 14 ranked



second with a score of 8.31 points. District 16 ranked third with a



score of 7.80, while District 11 and District 4 share the fourth position with a score of 7.46. Table 2-6 summarizes the results for the



districts evaluated in this category. The average score in this category is 4.98.



Citizen Participation



Results indicate that District 6, District 1, District 14, District 2,



District 12 and District 19 are top ranked districts in the category



of Citizen Participation. District 6 ranked first with a score of 8.0, and District 1 ranked second with a score of 5.82 points. District



14 ranked third with a score of 5.27, while District 2 ranked fourth



with a score of 4.95. District 12 and District 19 share the fifth posi-



tion with a score of 4.0 points. Table 2-7 summarizes the results for the districts evaluated in this category. The average score in this category is 3.07.
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Chapter 3



Prague: District 1



Background



department. The new web implementation plans called for the uti-



district website has been ranked highest among all district websites



were established, as well as implementation teams with representa-



Prague District 1 is a governing unit of average size, 30,343. The



in the City of Prague, although their efforts to achieve excellence



in e-governance performance are relatively recent. In this case, the necessary steps for performance excellence follow efforts to



change the utilization of legacy software that was not specifically designed for external Internet services.



The history of the district’s website can be traced to the city’s website. Initially, the City of Prague provided services wherein they



hosted district websites, and this arrangement was the source of the first website for District 1. The initial site consisted of a very basic framework through which the district could post some content and links. Eventually, District 1 outgrew the city-hosted site, and the District decided to develop its own website.



The first district websites were created using a system that was



purchased by the ICT department to maintain the district’s internal



lization of project management systems not previously utilized.



Service agreements among the various departments and ICT staff tives from various departments, to take part in the development and ultimate shift to the new and improved e-governance plan.



Best Practice – Content



The current system for web development and content management allows for over forty departmentally based content editors. The



content editors are held accountable for maintaining current content. Content updates can take place any time of day and go



through a series of checks before they are officially published.



First, the department head must approve the content being updated, followed by a final check by the ICT and web editing by the con-



tent team. The web services are managed and controlled primarily in-house before new content is published online.



The redesign was particularly challenging given that the district’s



After the Ministry for ICT came up with a ranking of 100 offices [and the legacy system] did not comply with nearly all of the accessibility criteria, we ended up 99th. That was a decisive indication that we have to re-engineer the sites completely. That was how the story of current web began.“



was attributable to the strong alliance and partnership between the



-- Jiří Verner



intranet. However well intended, the intranet management system



was not designed for creating external websites for citizen use, and



it was eventually replaced. Early city-wide evaluations did not rank District 1‘s website particularly well, and the district began a



process of revising its entire web presence. The first phase of the



redesign involved developing a “content team” that is now responsible for the development and continued implementation of web services and programs.



legacy systems were not integrated. The success of these efforts district manager, representing the mayor’s office, and the ICT
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District 1 – Renting flat and business spaces. (http://reality.praha1.cz) The decision to add new content or services to the website can



staff member, from the Mayor to a district employee, can suggests



fied. The first emanates from a municipal or federal directive that



ideas comes from peer websites; a friendly competition to be the



come from various places. Five major sources have been identi-



requires certain information and content be provided. This reflects budget and contact information, as examples. The second comes



a possible new online service. The fifth source of development



best website often leads to emulating comparable online services.



from the various department projects that look to share their pro-



The public represents the fifth and final source for developing



ect information. The third means by which new content or services



have posed questions to citizens about their preferences and sug-



ject’s aspects online as a means of disseminating and sharing proj-



are developed stems from the general district staff themselves. Any



“Every month, we conduct a street survey called ‘Mayors Ears.’ It is not explicitly focused on the website, but the structure of the homepage changes periodically according to what people are interested in.” -- Radka Fleischmannová 12
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new services or adding new content. Various resident surveys



gestions. Moreover, “street surveyors” continuously question citi-



zens about the wants, needs and overall commentary about district services both in-person and online. This feedback, from the pro-



gram “Mayor’s Ears,” provides critical information that is instrumental in the development of new services and in the design of the website.



Best Practice – Services



Examples of innovative services offered by District 1 include an



online complaint tracking system that is integrated with the district call center and a system for listing city owned properties that are



available for sale or rent. In addition, the site allows residents to re-



serve city sites for events such as weddings, and features tourist



district governance – exemplifying the use of technology for e-



Finally, the district is planning to pilot a WebTV channel that



Key Findings



oriented “microsites” about cultural historic areas within District 1. would provide live online content relevant to District 1 residents and visitors.



The website design does not follow the classical hierarchical ap-



proach of dividing all information into various departments and of-



fices. Rather the homepage is organized according to citizen needs. The site has a header with information about common issues that



residents most frequently seek. An example of a successful online



service is the district’s call center. The initial intention of the online and phone call center was to field complaints. Over time, however, the center developed into a place where district services could be processed or submitted. Now, the call center online allows for



tracking of the current status of a service request; it integrates all



district departments as well as providing a transparent approach to



governance.



• Project management and service agreements among



all departments in the district helped foster development and implementation, with attention to quality control of web page changes.



Overall, Prague District 1 was not only a top performer in Content and Service, but collectively had the highest e-governance score



for all districts. Many of the critical findings that will be discussed in the following cases can also be attributed to District 1, but two



key findings were noteworthy. First, the approach taken by District 1 was very collaborative across key players in e-governance, their



“content team.” Project management was utilized to establish service agreements throughout district departments to ensure quality



District 1 – Tracking System. After entering a tracking number for a filed complaint, the citizen can retrieve a list of actions that were done in the matter and the name of the current employee who is handling it. (http://callcentrum.praha1.cz/) Chapter 3 – Prague: District 1
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and overall performance. Although many districts may have simi-



Second, the institutionalization of citizen feedback was a critical



of the team with regular meetings and collaborative agreements



governance efforts. Although the survey data collection was not



lar “teams” for web services and IT management, the formalization that derive from/with them highlight that potential means to success in e-governance efforts.



• Routine citizen feedback helps to continually



improve the design and types of service provided by the website.



component to the success and continued improvement of their einitiated from the IT department, it did provide beneficial information for the improvement and design of the district website. As



such, regularly collected data is an important component in making e-governance a truly functional approach to municipal manage-



ment by indirectly collaborating with citizens to foster more inclusive, more effective governance.



District 1 – Mayors’ E-ears. The web version of Mayors’ ears polls. The main topics include green places, noise, parking, children playgrounds, and advertisement. Each topic is depicted by a cartoon that depicts the topic graphically. In the cartoon from the advertisement section, the owner of the shop with souvenirs asks the policeman, “Do you see any add, ‘standing’ on the street?” (http://www.starostovyusi.cz)
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Chapter 4



Prague: District 16



Background



Prague District 16 has a population of 8,201. Prague 16 was ranked second overall in the research survey and first in the area of Us-



ability. The district is relatively small and has a similarly small ICT department and budget. This case demonstrates how even the



smallest of jurisdictions can develop a quality website while ensuring relevant information is made available to citizens in a user-



friendly format. The overall performance of District 16’s website ranked second among all districts in Prague, attributable to the



unique evolution of their website and overall commitment of the



district’s leadership to e-governance and online service provision. Initially the district government wanted to publish a single site, and



District 16’s online presence grew from there. The mayor’s chief of



staff and the district’s IT director were responsible for the overall coordination of IT efforts. In addition, they identified an excellent partner to host and help design the site. That contractor helped them



create a structure that allowed for growth and decentralized authority. The authority and structure for e-governance in the district in-



“There are two significant benefits in providing website administrative rights across departments. The first benefit is cost savings ...[and] the second benefit ensures that district news will appear on the website in real time.” -- Jan Farník



“Our intention, since the website’s creation, was to be directly linked with people from all departments and offices.” -- Jan Farník volves two components. The first is the development and day-to-



day operation of the website, and the second is the internal operation of communications and intranet services. The former is



provided through the outsourcing of web design and hosting



through the private contractor. The content for the website and feel for the website is primarily done in-house as department managers are empowered and given the ability to make changes to the web-



site on their own. The private web supplier is a relatively small organization with one primary manager responsible for the overall



development and maintenance of the technological infrastructure.



Best Practice – Usability



It is important to note that the design of the website evolved over time to allow for substantial day-to-day management by the dis-



tricts’ administrative office. The content is managed by each department through a log-in system and an updating database that



allows for such change. The website, therefore, has a general template that key personnel within each department have access to when related to their offices.



Personnel among the various departments are required to go



through training and certification to manage their respective con-



tent and maintain a consistent feel and presentation. The webmasChapter 4 – Prague: District 16
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Prague District 16 Home Page. (http://www.mcpraha16.cz) ter at the private host primarily deals with service problems, but



The feel of the website is consistent and very functional through-



The maintenance of website content is spread across various de-



user’s needs. Information is kept up-to-date regularly given the



was involved initially with the layout and usability of the website. partments and not necessarily any one IT department. This design



structure is necessary given the small size of the district and ability of the administration to entrust each department to continually edit acceptable content relevant to their offices. This design layout was the most efficient and logical evolution of the website. There are



also several individuals in the district office that have broader ac-



cess permissions to make changes and corrections when necessary. As a function of evolutionary development, the usability and lay-



out. The overall usability is also an immediate reflection of the



easy-to-edit design and a close relationship with the citizenry. Because the district is very small, a few calls from residents about



their inability to locate something on the website results in an immediate modification to make that information more visible. If a



few people raise an issue with the website, it is projected that many people in the district may encounter a similar issue, and the necessary changes are then made by those with access to edit the homepage layout or content.



out of the website is clear, well structured and effective. The



Most new initiatives are dealt with on an operational level as



whelmed with various gadgets and functions which might become



tives are implemented as the need arises. Innovations aspects such



website has a clean interface that is not overly complex or overoverbearing to the user and impede the usability of the website. 16
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needed. There is no formal planning process; instead new initiaas web TV are being explored. The district recently created a



Prague District 16 Questions and Answers. (http://www.mcpraha16.cz/path/questions/lang/l1)



Prague District 16 RSS feeds can be found for each website section. newsletter that is e-mailed to citizens that do not want to visit the



ing links such as Facebook and Twitter. In addition, future efforts



programs such as “SOS,” a social service program for making sure



website by providing content in additional languages.



site every day. They have also promoted seasonally appropriate



that elderly citizens are warm in the winter. Some future improvements would, ideally, include the incorporation of social network-



would likely include improved usability and functionality of the



Citizen participation is a critical component of the website and eChapter 4 – Prague: District 16
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governance; however, it does have some limitations. Initial efforts



to have an open online chat with the district’s offices resulted in the monopolization of discussions by a few individuals in an unneces-



sary direction. Therefore, the district adapted its practices to provide a moderated forum that still allows for citizen-district communication without the problems encountered in their initial efforts.



The district evaluates success in several ways. While site visit sta-



tistics are important, it is difficult to determine the usefulness of that data. The district has found that the website has been particularly



helpful in the human resource process as it is used to advertise information about vacant positions and job candidates frequently



mention the usability of the website. In addition, the district uses anecdotal data from citizens about the usefulness of the website.



Key Findings



• Need to have a dedicated group of people working



toward e-governance across all departments within the district; not just the IT department.



Similar to the efforts of District 1, District 16 has ensured that the entire district’s departments and offices are integral players in the



day-to-day development of the website. In part, the need to decentralize content management has fostered a functional and user-



friendly website. Each department can access and update the text associated with their offices without requiring daily interaction



with the IT department to maintain an up-to-date website. A significant contributing factor in this key finding is the relatively small size of the district and the close relationship each department has with each other and the IT department.



• Citizen influence in design and usability is critical for overall functionality.



Prague District 16 does not have a formal mechanism for the collection of citizen feedback through regular surveys or polls. The



feedback they do receive, however, plays a big part in the design



and functionality of the website. The design is underscored by the need to make it user-friendly for residents and visitors. Therefore,



any e-mail, phone call or informal communication about an aspect of the website is taken into consideration in terms of continuous development and design. 18
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Chapter 5



Prague: District 6



Background



ally developed and handed over to the web service provider to im-



and first in the area of Citizen Participation. Prague 6 is one of the



fresh ideas that arise on a day-to-day basis. That is, “creative



Prague District 6 was ranked third overall in the research survey larger districts in the city with just over 100,000 residents. The



website for District 6 can be categorized into three general phases



plement as time allows. This revolving door of ideas and implementation is fluid and is characterized by the current needs and processes can’t be planned.”



of development. The first period, roughly form 1999-2000, repre-



The organizational staff of the ICT department is a small, outsourced



underlying goal was simply to have a good website relative to



website with the public and the internal intranet that district employ-



sents little to no dynamics online. The website was static and the



those around the region. During this period, the extent of innovation was relatively low and online services were minimal.



The second period, 2001-2004, can be characterized by the developing relationship between the service provider’s webmaster and



the district’s government officials. Initially the technological representative expected hesitation from the district and resistance to the introduction of new and innovative components for the online



website. Surprisingly, district officials were very receptive to the



new directions and ideas presented, and ultimately were strong advocates of e-governance. A level of trust was built that allowed for the goal that every month a new web section would be added. The district has no specific strategic plan when it comes to ICT and e-



governance; rather an ongoing and growing list of ideas is continu-



“In the beginning, we just wanted our web to be ‘cool.’ After about two years we decided to launch a new application once a month.” -- Radek Pilát



entity of some five people that are responsible for both the external



ees utilize. The district e-governance functionality results in the utilization of some 150 online modules which 25 authorized



departments and offices are able to utilize and edit as necessary. The interface of the technology provides specific departments the opportunity to update content and, in turn, individual departments are responsible for the information posted. There are no formal approval



polices for uploading content, but on occasion department employees check-in with district officials about potential content being updated.



Best Practice – Citizen Participation



Online marketplaces, Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) push



technology and increasing the efficiency of service provision to citizens are just a few innovations that were developed in recent years and that mark the current period of a new design and look for the website, with everything from Web TV to classic online public



services and content. An example of the efficiency and citizen responsiveness enhanced via the website involves citizen informa-



tion requests. Legally, if someone asks a question, the district must



respond in 30 days. With the website they have been able to reduce the response time to three days. Support from district leadership



was critical in establishing their e-governance initiatives, as was getting buy-in from all employees.
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Prague District 6 Web TV. (http://www.tv6.cz/) The City Hall for District 6 recently went through infrastructure ren-



some degree of interactivity with the citizenry. The goal has always



dated with current communication features and reflected efforts to



site, through an online poll for example, or more recently having the



ovations for their main building. Technological equipment was up-



utilize the most innovative technologies available. These infrastruc-



ture updates and efforts also transformed into e-governance practices through the website by providing innovative features and services.



Citizen participation is a critical component for the district as is evi-



dent from the various functions and online services provided through the website. The district, from the website’s inception, has sought



“When we were thinking about the general principles of the new web back in 2000, we came to the rule that the visitors need to have a chance to leave a trace behind, ...what makes a single page recognizable is that you can contribute to the information on the page.” -- Martin Šalek 20
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been for citizens to have some influence on the on the district web-



opportunity to actively change the content of a website by uploading their own information. The district seeks active web visitors.



The web portal is also seen as a medium through which views of



the district office and departments are seen not just as government entities responsible for regulations and policies, but viewed as active contributors to the quality of life in the district. The district



seeks to be a source of all positive events in the area, such as fairs, concerts, and shopping, for example. Finally, there is a degree of pride that is sought from both the citizens and public officials in the quality of life that, in some way, e-governance can provide. The website helps increase trust in government by presenting a professional, efficient image of government.



Further, the website automates many mundane tasks and allows



managers in government to deal with more complex tasks that need personal attention. The design and utilization of the district



logo/crest was one example of a unified identity, which has since been replicated by many other districts.



Although there are some traditional measures of success and uti-



lization by data reports of web analytics, the district also measures



Prague District 6 Online Services. (http://www.praha6.cz:/)



Prague District 6 Local MMS-ing. Each input begins with a picture and a request sent by citizens, followed by a record of the problem.
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success through the use of new technologies and their replication throughout the region. Such components as Facebook links,



WebTV, MMS and SMS technologies and their utilization all reflect the growing success of e-governance efforts in the district.



Like many technology projects in government, the most difficult



challenges do not involve technology, but rather acceptance of or-



ganizational change. Such change and related innovations are often barriers to success, and building support from managers through-



out the district was critical to the website’s success. Getting buy-in from everyone – administrators, elected officials and private con-



tractors – is essential and has contributed to the success of District 6 e-governance efforts.



Key Findings



• The need for governmental leadership and support of initiatives is critical for the successful implementation of e-governance.



Although administrative support from elected and appointed officials in e-governance initiatives is critical in all cases, District 6



was a prime example of how support can lead to new and innova-



tive approaches toward governance. For instance, the implementa-



tion of MMS-ing requires technological advancements, but also the support from administrative officials willing to incorporate citizens into the governance of the district. Citizen participation is raised to new levels with the opportunity for the public to submit photos of issues/problems throughout the district. However, such efforts are most successful in getting off the ground when the support from top governmental leadership is behind the project.



• Discussion with district employees before the introduction of new programs helps in development and overall implementation.



One of the components of success underscored through the case



study of District 6 was the need for proper roll-out of new initiatives in e-governance. As the new idea or innovative feature is



being developed, ongoing discussions should be taking place with employees in the various offices that would be affected. This



greatly improves chances that the development and design of new programs will be effective from the point of implementation. 22
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Chapter 6



Prague: District 5



Background



The private company is rather large and responsible for the techno-



larger districts in the City of Prague. The history of the website ini-



partners with the district in working toward continuous improve-



Prague District 5 has a population of 83,573 and is one of the



tiatives in Prague District 5 began with technological champion



found in the former leadership of elected officials whom sought to develop a website that was a leader among the various districts in the city of Prague. In addition to efforts of making the website a



leader in the region, the administration also felt necessary to develop and establish a system of ICT that would be able to overcome the constant change that exists among district leadership.



Therefore the history of Prague District 5 e-governance is under-



scored by the goals of developing a leading website and establishing the necessary infrastructure to sustain it.



The present approach toward Prague District 5 e-governance is a



unique and worthwhile partnership of outsourcing for technologi-



cal services and solutions. Both the intranet and internet responsibilities fall to a private company which works closely with the



districts leadership in the day-to-day operations of e-governance.



“We were lucky enough to have – from the very beginning – more than one person with a vision …new features, such as the CrazyWeb, WebTV, the 3D office, are not the ideas of one administrator, but came from people from all different parts of the district offices.” -- Jaroslav Neubauer



logical operations of many websites both public and private. District 5 is the vendor’s largest public client and are viewed as



ment. The city views their contractor as an integral partner in developing their online presence. The vendor is charged with



designing the website in collaboration with the ICT commission;



however, content for the website is developed by the various dis-



trict departments. The ICT commission consists of various members of city government including the mayor’s office and the



commissioner for ICT. The ICT commission meets monthly on



“control days” to create an implementation plan for the month and to discuss new initiatives.



Control day meetings are designed to discuss issues related to the



website and other associated efforts. The overall leadership of the



district is very supportive of all efforts and is committed to the im-



provement and development of the website and technological services. The ICT commission and control day meetings demonstrate the commitment to continuous improvement, keeping the online



interface dynamic by staying innovative and the need to relate to different audiences.



The immediate future of the district’s website foresees a significant change on the website’s design as the current layout and design has reached three years old. In addition, some new and innovative web



features have been rolled out that will undoubtedly become feature



points of the new design. These features include virtual office tours and ability to reach those offices needed through these technolo-



gies. Also, included in the recent innovations is the incorporation



of “Crazy Web” which represents district content in a creative and dynamic way. This and future change efforts represents the dis-



tricts goal to provide content in a variety of ways reflecting the diversity of their constituents.
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Prague District 5 CrazyWeb is a dynamic and interactive portal to information on the official website. (http://www.p5.cz/) Most initiatives and plans begins among the districts leaders re-



of contact for the residents, the ITC department, various service



for necessary changes. With many players involved in the develop-



expectations and goals administered through the website. Third,



sponsible for the website and eventually transitions to the supplier ment of e-governance, the opportunity for great and innovative



ideas arises. The district has various key players that work in the



development of e-governance. First, the elected representative of



the district responsible for the district’s ICT efforts underscores the overall goal of e-governance efforts and progression of the dis-



trict’s website. Second, the district mayor’s liaison serves as point



“CrazyWeb was launched to grab [the public’s] interest and serve as their gateway to the ‘normal’ aspects within the official website.” -- Jaroslav Neubauer 24
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departments and the mayor’s office ensuring real time adherence to the ICT’s web content editor and spokesmen responsible for the



websites current, up-to-date, and relevant information provided. Finally, the liaison from a private company responsible for the supply of website and technological infrastructure represents an



additional component to the day-to-day operations of the website.



Best Practice – Privacy and Security



In the area of privacy and security, the district has found it critical



to ensure the optimal adherence to best practices. The responsibil-



ity and familiarity with optimal privacy/security falls on the vendor which is quite familiar given their service provision to many businesses and their expectation of the highest efforts in this area.



Moreover, the district provides many innovative and functional



services online that require an integral and well developed security



and privacy plan. The district leaders therefore have discussed the need for privacy and security and made it an expectation for their service provider.



District 5 has a good security policy because they chose a good



vendor who was able to advise them properly. The vendor serves



both public and private sector clients and privacy and security is a critical component to both sectors, but District 5 is their largest



public client and they have a very good working relationship with



the district. Both the district and the vendor believe they have a re-



sponsibility to represent the citizen s interests and take security and privacy seriously. Like many government entities, hackers have attempted to vandalize their site and it reinforces the need to stay current with internet security.



The budget of District 5 has remained relatively constant over the years although the demands and efforts for new aspects have in-



creased. This is a reflection on the changing technologies and the



availability of new components that must make themselves avail-



able at marketable costs. In addition, the budget is made clear with



“We have considered web security from the two points: security of the visitors and security of the website against hacking. The project of the Prague 5 broadband connection (Praha5.NET), which now has 36,000 subscribers, demanded us to deal with security issues explicitly.” -- Jan Skalický the service provider who’s tasked with meeting goals within



budget constraints. However, costs and budgeting have never interfered with compromising the security and privacy of a website or its functions.



Prague District 5 Virtual Office is designed to help navigate the offices of Prague District 5 showing a virtual representation of the building’s layout as well as contact information of individual administrators. (http://www.p5.cz/virtualni-urad/)
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Key Findings



• Succession planning among changing leadership.



One of the critical components underscored by the successful e-governance efforts of District 5 is the succession planning that takes place among all the key players involved. Most notably, the executive leadership from the Mayor’s office may change, but their dedication and motivation to have one of the best websites in the regions remains the same. ICT commission meetings provide the opportunity for continued discussions about planning and ideas among all key players in the district’s e-governance efforts. • High expectations for privacy and security. Although District 5 has utilized the experience of the private vendor’s privacy and security designs, this has not kept the district ICT and administration from making security and privacy a high priority. Depending on a vendor’s design is not the only part in making a successful website, but discussing the need for a secure website and planning out the potential dangers with new programs serves as a critical component to District 5’s success.
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Chapter 7



Prague: District 14



Background



Prague District 14 was ranked fifth overall in the research survey



and second in the area of Service. Prague District 14 is a district of average size, with a population of 44,639. The uniqueness of the



ICT department for district 14 lies in the internal management, development and maintenance of all e-governance features for the



district. There is no outsourcing of internal or external websites,



and the district is dependent primarily on open source and freeware programs and systems for the development of services.



The history of the website can be traced to initiatives by the current



“We were inspired by the discussion forums hosted by other municipal parts. [Although some districts] have removed forums because of the negative comments submitted by citizens, the leaders in Prague 14 deal with it and have no intention of removing the discussion forum.”



webmaster. The website was initially developed in 1999 and was



-- Věra Rendlová



partment. The website was presented to the head of the ICT depart-



Best Practice – Service



primarily the work of a single committed individual in the ICT dement and then to the mayor, who approved and wanted it



maintained regularly. As a result, the webmaster’s position was



created, the site developer was named webmaster, and the original designer remains the webmaster today.



The relationship between the ICT staff, webmaster and depart-



ments has developed into one of flexibility wherein the ICT staff and webmaster implement new ideas and services with minimal



specifications from the district offices. Occasionally mandates, like the requirement to place the district budget online, have arisen, yet the website remains a collaboration between ICT and the other departments. Leadership directives are minimal, yet support across



the district management is critical. Given the recent mandates from city and government officials, such as the posting of district infor-



mation for citizen access, district officials have become more interested in e-governance from a content perspective more so than a



The district’s ICT department and budget are relatively small and growth is constrained by the availability of freeware and open



source programs. Infrastructure, such as computers and servers, are updated periodically, but the budget and resources have remained



relatively constant over time. This has created a culture of developing systems that are both functional and reliable in terms of functionality. Intriguing ideas and programs are sometimes derived



from regional websites, but the challenge is to provide these services with minimal costs. The webmaster also leverages existing technologies and makes use of open source applications, like



Linux, and mySql. By maintaining the website internally with



qualified technology managers, District 14 has been able to avoid external contractors while maintaining a high quality website.



design and functional one. This allows the webmaster the ability to



The district departments all have access to edit the content of their



not constrain the development of new and innovative ideas for the



called for a check on content matter, general responsibility for the



implement new programs and retain control of the design, but does district website.



respective offices, and except for the one leadership directive that type and accuracy of information provided through the website is Chapter 7 – Prague: District 14
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Prague District 14 GPS Mapping allows a swift orientation of Prague District 14 in respects to pharmacies, doctors, banks, and offices.



Prague District 14 Appointment Online Scheduling enables citizen to have a fixed time of meeting without queuing with administrative offices.
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left to the individuals who have access to upload content. Some



that help keep the site up-to-date and that keep up with e-govern-



well received by district leadership. However, over time, the bene-



the district maintains the site internally, many software manufac-



initiatives, such as the discussion forum, were not always initially



fit and functionality of such services as the discussion forum have



been realized. The webmaster has been responsible for introducing the use of a discussion forum for all district topics and online discussions with elected officials. Although the occasional negative implications of allowing citizens to air their concerns and com-



plaints online is apparent, overall benefit this service has received an award for its functionality and applications.



Some newly introduced projects have not always realized their



fullest potential. For example, although the incorporation of RSS feeds for district news required significant time for development



and implementation, actual use by the residents has been minimal.



The District 14 webmaster is involved in several external networks



ment best practices in other cities and districts. In addition, because turers approach the district directly with opportunities for new applications, allowing the district to evaluate such systems on their



own. Beyond the district’s technological capabilities, the most successful projects involve human factors, such as engaging citizens



in the district. The website has been successful because the district seeks political support and involves residents in developing content. In addition, it has been critical to clarify expectations with



new projects and implement them incrementally so as to ensure support throughout the district government.



Key Findings



• The personal relationship of the e-governance cham-



Prague District 14 Citizen Input Website allows the public to pinpoint where in the district there is something wrong or where something may be going well. Chapter 7 – Prague: District 14
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pion in the development and implementation of ini-



tiatives with technological requirements is important. In this case, as in many others, the e-governance champion of new and innovative ideas was also the technological expert. Therefore, limitations on what might get done were well known. The advocate/webmaster is only constrained by their own vision; as a result many new innovative services and projects were introduced because the webmaster was capable of developing and incorporating those visions. This case differs from those in which the ideas and visions come from administrators without the technological expertise to know if their ideas are feasible or even communicated accurately. • Working with limited resources from the inception



creates a culture of being able to accomplish any idea



with the resolve that it can get done through research and hard work.



Unlike many of the cases we have outlined, this district was dependent on open source software and freeware. Internal development of web services utilized programs that kept costs down and required internal upkeep. Therefore, the technological and ICT developments and applications could be addressed of internally, and any problems, solutions, or innovative incorporations of the technology were well under control.
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Chapter 8



Conclusion



Digital Governance



(Brown and Brudney, 2004). In other words, the use of information



come to demand it and managers have become dependent on it to



tions is also great.



As digital government has become more widespread, citizens have plan, implement, and evaluate public programs. At the same time,



technology in public organizations represents a dramatic potential



for savings, but the risk associated with unsuccessful implementa-



information technology in the public sector is a costly venture, and



Because the stakes are so high, and the potential return so great, re-



experts estimate that more than 50% of government technology



ing technology projects. For example, Wilson and Howcroft (2002)



unfortunately there is no guarantee of success. Many management



projects fail to meet their goals (Dawes, 1998; Brown 2003). At the same time, it is estimated that by shifting public services online, the cost for providing the services could be reduced by 50-70%



searchers have tried to identify barriers to successfully implementsuggest three broad barriers to successful technology implementation: project failure, system failure, and user failure. Similarly,



Heeks and Bhatnagar (1999) suggest the following broad types of



Table 8-1: Barriers to Success - Frequencies
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Table 8-2: Barriers to Success



barriers to implementation: technical, people, management,



fied, and the compiled results allow researchers to develop a pro-



More recently, Goldfinch (2007) identifies four implementation



1970; Brewer, et al., 2000).



process, cultural, structural, strategic, political and environmental. problems: over-enthusiasm, unrealistic assumptions about organi-



file of attitudes toward a particular set of topics (Brown and Ungs,



zational control, lack of valid performance indicators and bench-



Participants in this research were given two stacks of twenty cards



contracting out of technology.



identified from academic literature on successfully implementing



marks, and lack of public accountability through inappropriate



Additionally, researchers have examined factors that contribute to successful implementation of technology initiatives. Becker et al. (2005) examine four critical success factors in e-government: or-



ganizational responsibility, awareness, budgetary funding and capacity to change. Further, Gil-Garcia and Pardo (2005) identify



success factors in five broader categories: environmental, institutional, organizational, data-related, and technological. Consistent



with previous research, we analyze success factors and barriers to success at three levels: individual, group/organizational, and strategic.



As part of the data collection process, technology managers and



stakeholders in Prague participated in a card sorting or q-method-



ology (Stevensen, 1953) technique for identifying barriers to digital government success, as well as factors that contribute to



successful implementation of digital government initiatives. Card sorting techniques allow study participants to express their atti-



tudes toward statements on each card. Participants are asked to select cards that are most consistent with their views. The results



reflect each individual’s worldview toward the set of topics identi32
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to sort. The first set of cards represents twenty success factors



technology projects in the public sector. Participants were asked to identify between five and seven factors most important in their



agency. The second stack of cards identified twenty barriers to successful implementation of technology projects as identified in the academic literature. Again, managers were asked to identify the



biggest barriers to successfully implementing e-government projects in their districts. Barriers or success factors were printed on



one side of the card in Czech, and the English translation appeared on the opposite side of each card. The compiled results of the card sorts and frequency distributions are listed below.



Barriers to Success



Table 8-1 shows the frequency distribution of the barriers to success identified by study participants. The most commonly identified bar-



rier to success was the need for training or education of staff, which was identified by four of the five best practice districts. The following barriers were chosen by two of the districts: staff qualifications or background and not enough staff to implement a project. Other barriers identified by more than one district include lack of time



spent planning and overly complex projects. Finally, several barri-



ers were identified by only one district; these include lack of infrastructure, poor managerial support, poor support from elected officials, inappropriate training and poor communication.



Next, we examine barriers to the successful implementation of digital government at the individual, organizational and strategic levels. Managerial barriers at the individual level include issues



associated with personnel, such as a lack of training, education, or motivation; organizational barriers occur when resource con-



straints, coordination, communication or culture of the group or



project are not taken into consideration; and strategic barriers in-



volve political and other external limitations that may inhibit success. Technical barriers to success at the micro or individual level



address issues like information and data integrity, while organiza-



tional-level technical barriers include the complexity and integrity



of project systems (including hardware and software). At the strategic level, technical barriers include broader infrastructure needs,



systems integration, information architecture, and congruence between strategic goals and core technologies.



Table 8-2 categorizes each barrier according to individual, group or organization, or strategic framework. From the responses, managerial barriers at the organizational level are the most common barriers identified by study participants. At the organizational level,



critical organizational barriers include lack of support, planning,



communication and resources. Interestingly, of the eleven barriers



to success identified, only two were technical in nature (as opposed to managerial): overly complex projects and lack of needed infrastructure.



Success Factors



Increasingly, citizens have come to expect access to digital government without having to travel to government offices during speci-



Table 8-3: Success Factors - Frequencies
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Table 8-4: Success Factors



fied business hours. Further, digital government holds the potential



with the barriers, managerial success factors address social, cul-



citizen access to services and participatory opportunities online.



cess factors involve data integrity, appropriate systems design,



for increasing agency efficiency and effectiveness by increasing



For this reason, it is critical to examine factors that contribute to the success of digital government.



Table 8-3 shows frequency distributions for critical success fac-



tors identified in the research. The most commonly identified success factor identified by participants in the study was adequate budget and timeframe, which was the only success (or barrier) identified by all five exemplar districts. Three success factors



were identified by the majority (three of five) of districts, including effective communication, user friendliness, and managerial



tural, behavioral, leadership and visionary factors. Technical sucreliable systems (hardware and software) and congruence between project objectives and core technologies. At the individual level, managerial success factors are related to factors that enable em-



ployees to better achieve their intrinsic goals. Managerial factors



that address organizational concerns represent leadership characteristics that successful managers use to effectively coordinate



agency activities. Finally, strategic level factors that fall into the



managerial category address external factors needed for agencies to fulfill their strategic vision.



support. Six success factors were identified by more than one dis-



As with the barriers to success identified by the districts, the crit-



ture, effective performance measurement, professional project



the organizational level. Of the twenty critical success factors



trict, and these include citizen involvement, adequate infrastruc-



management, clear project design, and support from elected officials. Finally, seven success factors were identified by only one



best practice district: managerial accountability, the ability to re-



cruit and retain quality employees, the use of reputable or known



technologies, clear implementation plans, phased implementation, goal clarity and motivated employees.



Similar to barriers, critical success factors can be divided into



three levels: individual, group/organizational and strategic. As 34
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ical success factors focus on elements of managerial success at



available, seventeen were selected by managers at least once, indicating some inconsistencies. However, of the seventeen selected, nine were organizational. Participants identified three



critical success factors at the individual or micro level and five



factors at the strategic level. The emphasis on group and organi-



zational factors is understandable, as half of the original success factors and barriers fall into the group and organizational cate-



gory, with the other half of the factors split between the individual and strategic levels.



Conclusion



comes. It is important to note that performance measurement need



implementation, and key factors identified in the case studies – our



case of District 1 recommends professional project management in



When considered together – the critical success factors, barriers to study suggests a compelling story that is instructive for public administrators and elected officials alike. Because of the parity be-



tween barriers to success and critical success factors, it is possible to discuss affirmative recommendations for managers implementing technology management initiatives in government. For exam-



not only address efficiency measures, but also measures of quality. For example, because of the dynamic nature of the Internet, the



districts to ensure quality of the changes to agency websites. Dis-



trict 5 demonstrates that managers within organizations need to engage in succession planning to account for potential changes in agency leadership.



ple, at the individual level, training and ensuring that employees



At the strategic level, District 5 demonstrates that e-governance



identified as the most critical factor.



tions for privacy and security by citizens. From a technological



have adequate access to continued professional development was The case of District 16 supports this finding by suggesting that agencies need a dedicated group of trained individuals working toward egovernance goals across all departments within the district; not just the IT department. Further, the District 6 case suggests that before



new programs are implemented, project leaders need to engage mu-



nicipal government employees across multiple departments. In other words, for digital government to succeed, public organizations need



initiatives need adequate infrastructure to fulfill the high expectaperspective, known or core technologies must be leveraged with



current technologies used by the organization. Agencies must en-



sure that mission creep does not occur. Digital government projects must have clear goals and objectives from the start that managers



can use to guide them in the implementation process. If the scope



of projects is allowed to grow beyond original goals, the success of the innovation will be compromised.



well-trained, committed individuals both in the IT department and in



It is incumbent upon managers to engage citizens in the develop-



study participants highlighted the importance of hiring adequate



digital governance, but they should also be a part of the planning



other departments throughout the municipality. Furthermore, the



numbers of motivated and qualified staff. At the individual level, our



research indicates the importance of developing information systems in ways that are perceived to be user-friendly in order for the systems to be adopted internally within the organization.



At the group or organizational level, the results suggest that new



technology projects must not be overly complex and adequate planning must be conducted to ensure proper implementation. Further,



communication between managers and internal and external stake-



holders is critical. The District 14 case illustrates the importance of working with limited resources to create a culture of success



throughout the organization as the implementation of new programs occurs through communication, research, and hard work. This is



confirmed by the identification of critical success factors that in-



ment of new initiatives. Citizens should not only be engaged in



process for developing new digital government initiatives. This



was illustrated in the District 1 case study, which suggests that routine citizen feedback helps to continually improve the design and



types of service provided by public websites. The case of District



16 further suggests that citizen influence in design and usability is



critical for the overall functionality of digital government. Strategically, project champions, representing both government executives and elected officials, are essential for institutional buy-in and resource allocation. For example, the District 6 case illustrates the



need for executive leadership in the successful implementation of e-governance. Further, the case of District 14 shows the essential nature of personal relationships between public managers and elected officials who are e-governance champions.



volve institutional “buy-in” for new initiatives to achieve goals.



In conclusion, our research recognizes the high quality of digital



At the organizational level, the research suggests that managers



the impressive strides that Prague has made internationally in com-



must also be held accountable for implementing their projects, and they should engage in professional project management that properly allocates organizational resources like staff time and budgetary costs. To hold managers accountable, our study indicates that managers should develop integrated performance measurement



systems that link agency missions to measurable performance out-



governance throughout the municipal districts of Prague. Despite



parison to other cities, we offer the following recommendations in the spirit of continuous improvement for the municipal districts



within Prague. First, districts should consider increasing coordination among the different districts. The city has successfully incentivized the districts by evaluating their e-government initiatives,



but more needs to be done to bring them together to discuss comChapter 8 – Conclusion
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mon problems and share success stories. They should be encouraged to develop some minimal standards for local government districts, and the Prague city government may be able to play a more active role in helping the districts take advantage of economies of scale and coordinating procurement needs. Second, the districts should consider enhancing the mechanisms used to measure performance of their e-government initiatives. Third, more planning is needed. Thus far, only one of the best practice districts engages in a strategic planning process. A more formal strategic planning process for information technology within the districts should be investigated. This involves developing a technology mission, long-term vision for technology in the districts, establishing goals, and creating measurable objectives that link to performance measurement efforts. A more formal strategic planning process that is integrated into the performance measurement system would allow districts to develop mission statements and establish goals for content, usability, privacy/security, service delivery and citizen participation. The strategic plans could be used to guide public officials in the development of new proposals and in creating new digital government programs. As it stands, the City of Prague is a world leader in electronic government, and with continued planning and performance measurement, it is clear that Prague can continue as an exemplar for municipalities around the world.
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Appendix A Privacy/Security 1-2. 3-6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11.



A privacy or security statement/policy Data collection Option to have personal information used Third party disclosures Ability to review personal data records Managerial measures Use of encryption



Usability 19-20. 21. 22-23. 24.



Homepage, page length Targeted audience Navigation Bar Site map



Content 39. 40. 41. 42. 43. 44. 45. 46. 47-48.



Information about the location of offices Listing of external links Contact information Minutes of public District code and regulations District charter and policy priority Mission statements Budget information Documents, reports, or books (publications)



12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18.



Secure server Use of “cookies” or “Web Beacons” Notification of privacy policy Contact or e-mail address for inquiries Public information through a restricted area Access to nonpublic information for employees Use of digital signatures



25-27. 30-31. 32-37. 38.



Font Color Forms Search tool Update of website



49. 50. 51-52. 53. 54. 55-56. 57. 58.



GIS capabilities Emergency management or alert mechanism Disability access Wireless technology Access in more than one language Human resources information Calendar of events Downloadable documents
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Service 59-61. 62. 63. 64-65. 66. 67. 68. 69.



Pay utilities, taxes, fines Apply for permits Online tracking system Apply for licenses E-procurement Property assessments Searchable databases Complaints



Citizen Participation 79-80. 81-83. 84. 85-87. 88-89.
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Comments or feedback Newsletter Online bulletin board or chat capabilities Online discussion forum on policy issues Scheduled e-meetings for discussion
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70-71. 72. 73. 74. 75. 76. 77. 78.



Bulletin board about civil applications FAQ Request information Customize the main district homepage Access private information online Purchase tickets Webmaster response Report violations of administrative laws and regulations



90-91. 92. 93-94. 95. 96-98.



Online survey/ polls Synchronous video Citizen satisfaction survey Online decision-making Performance measures, standards, or benchmarks
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